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1.1 
Tlaecakiatatioai of radioactivity neleased is the 1 

doing tfce normal operation of the high tefflperatnre gas-cooled reactor. For module high temperature gas-
cooled reactor, doe to the features of reactor constructioa. the airborne radioactive material ir released to the 
eawtrooanent during the normal operation prianarily originate from the following sources: (1) Activation of the 
air in the reactor cavity; <2) Escape from fee primary coolant systems; (3) Release of radioactivcty contiinwiatfd 
hdram from storage tanks; (4) Release of radioactively contaminated hehann from das gas evacuation system of 
fuel load and unload system; 0 ) Leakage of the vapour from the water/steam loop. 

2. Acrrvanottof the air m the reactor cavity 
For the module high temperature gas-cooled reactor, the air in the cavity around reactor vessel is activated 

by neutrons escaped from vessel. The primary activated product is Ar-41, In order to keep *ubatwwspheric 
pressure in cavity, the air is extracted to die vent stack. 

The concentration C^(cnf*) of target nucleus in the air in the cavity can be expressed as 

^ - PAoV^/A 

where p> is the density of air, (g/cm3); AQ the Avogadro number, (6. 022xl023molIk; f. the nature abundance 
of target nucleus; fn the weight per cent of target element in air, A the molar weight of target nucleus, (gfaiol). 

Since the supplied air is pure air after the activated air has been pumped off, and the portion of neutron-
activated target nucleus is very small, the concentration of target nucleus in the cavity is supposed to be constant. 
With the neutron radiation, the change of concentrations C(t) (cm ) of activated nuclides with time is as follows: 

^=o>C ( r - ( Ju iUo a <b)C(0 (1) 
at V 

f=0, C(0=0 

where « c is the activation cross-section of target nucleus, (cm2); £• the average neutron fluence rate in the cavity 
(it is the fast neutron flux for the nuclides activated by fast neutron, and the thermal neutron fluence rate for 
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AeawMtsacftaMftai hywiiunwl aiiiinininfr, 4c«*V*Jc. X * c decay onnrtant of activated" aocSdcs.Cs.'4);*;** 1 
ate nlrartrrf Son* cwn«j%<c«3i»»|; vaW vwlnune <*f entity tanrV «^ the: a M t m j>>iajmc» catra-secxioa of 

cto - ^r„ i i -«wp( -«^ (2> 
a 

volte re « = i .*~*« A 

of activated nadidescan he 

(3) 

where t^ is die time required to reac'i eqahbrnnn, namely V " * -
lax DK rilmritina of me imlinai ijnify released to environment, cnasentatnieiy using Ae 

concentration givts tty eqaaboai (3), the total activity Q (Bq/a) of tMbomcbdes released to euwuoneneat per 
4UMMIM « & « * ftiB«»»tt.s: 

o d> 

ct 

where T^ is the operation time of reactor per annacn, (s); t the filtration eflkaeocy of exhaust air filter. 
The foHowing simple method can be used to calculate the average neutron fluence rate. The cavity is 

to he divided into k sections. The volumes of these sections are V^Vj,—,Vk, art the corresponding 
fluxes are +,.+;< -4fc- Therefore the average neutron fmence rate far whole cavity is expressed as: 

X Escape from the primary coolant systems 

There are always some leakages of radkxmcMes in the (nuipmii at of prnunry loop and connected primary 
coolant-conveying systems during the normal operation. These radioactive materials get into equipment 
compartments, and are exhausted to the environment through the ventilation of these compartments. The 
radionuclides in equipment compartments come from either the leakage of primary loop directly, or the decays 
of ©lifer radionuclides in the compartments (far example Kr-88 decays into Kb-SS, Xe-13% decays into Cs-IM 
n al.)- The two cases will be considered respectively in calculation. 

For the first case, the change of the concentration C(<t) (cm"3) of the radionuclide i in a compartment with 
time is as follows: 

^Hc,-CV|W> (5) 
*t*«i t-Q, C/f)=0 

where L is the leakage rate of helium from primary loop into the equipment compartment, (enr/s); V the 
volume of the ompaitment, (cm3); C(j the concentration of radionuclide i in primary helium coolant (cm"3); A4 
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tile decay constant of nfiooacfide t , (s ) ; g^ die veatSatna flowrate of die < lanwrmmr. (aarf^t-
The solution of the equation (5) is as follows: 

For the second case, the change of the concentration C,(ty (cm"3) of the radionuclide j in a compartment with, 
time is as follows: 

- J - " y^ + i 4 q«)- (V^)C/o C7) 

when t=0, C7<r)=0 

where Cj- is concentration of ndMaacfide j in utiumj befimn coolant, (cat3); X- the decay 
radionuclide j , ( s l ) . 

The solution of the equation (7) is as follows: 

+ £_* texp[-(X .+-£i)r]-exp[-( V—M> 

To calculate the radioactivity released to the environment through ventilation in the compartment, we still 
use the equilibrated concentrations of the radionuclides in the compartment. Namely, the concentrations are 
expressed as: 

LCU 

c / g = —-—(c,+ ' * *) (10) 

Thus the total activity Q (Bq/a) of radionuclides released to the environment per annum due to the leakages 
of primary helium coolant is as follows: 

<?, - WJgJJLl-t) (11) 

Qj - Ifftj8jj\-*P d2) 
where Te is the time of ventilation of the compartment per annum, (s); e; and t- the filtration efficiencies of 
filter for radionuclide i and j respectively. 

4. Release of radioactively contaminated helium from Storage tanks 
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k aider K> tewxrc * e radioactive materials (sack as Kr. Xe. Ar. H-3 ete.) aad otter imparities (sack as H/»» 
CO. COj. N 2 H^ CH4 etc) in primary helium coolant, a few trains of helium purification system are installed 
to purify the helium in turn. Each train needs to regenerate after running for some time. The helium with 
radioactivity produced in die process of regeneration is compressed into storage tanks for temporary storage to 
let rhe radionuclides further decay, then exchansted to atmosphere. The helium purification system consists of 
sintered metal filter, copper oxide bed, 'molecular sieve, and low-temperature activated-carbor adsorber. The 
sintered metal filter filtrates aerosoL The tritinm. H2 and CO. 'which mic midland in die copper oxide bed. are 
deposited by adsorption, as HTO, HaO and COa in a molecular sieve. HTO and HaO are condensed and 
collected into the liquid-storage tanks. Here the noble gases are also detained for a little time, so that some 
solid decay products of noble gases (such as Rb-88, Cs-138 etc.) are formed. The low-temperature activated' 
carbor adsorber adsorbs the noble gases and volatile materials (such as »\'2, Ar. CHyT}. Unen helium 
purification system is regenerated, the both of C-14 adsorbed in the molecular sieve and radioactive gases 
adsorbed in activated carbor are denuded and compressed into the storage tanks. The tritinm combined in 
CH3T is converted into HTO by catalytic combustion of the methane, then condensed and collected. A little 
unconverted tritium will be transferred to the storage tanks. In the process of purification, the change of the 
aftoaac aaaber a^t) of raJionadide i in the bekaaa parifkacioa system <•*» naas is as foBows. 

dn(i) 
- £ — f C , v r X * # (13) 

when *=0, ^(0=0 

where F is the purification flow of primary loop, (cm3/s); vt the purification efficiency of the system for 
radionuclide i. 

The solution of equation (13) is as follows: 

ni(f)=±FCHv ill-avi-Xfil (14) 

For radionuclide j , which not only comes from the primary loop, but also from the decay of radionuclide i, 
the change of atomic number ti:(t) in the helium purification system with time is as follows: 

-^=FC t fv / +A. /t j(»)-X / . /r) (15) 

when M>, ityCfl-O 

where v- is the purification efficiency of the system for radionuclide j . 
The solution of equation (15) is as follows: 

n/t)=~(yf^v A)[ l-«p(-X/)] 

+_^_l[exp(- A./)-exp(-A. /)] 
(16) 

vv 
The radionuclides removed from the helium purification system during regeneration are compressed into 

the storage tanks for temporary storage. The atomic number N; of the radionuclide i compressed into storage 
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tank., when the regeneration is ended, is as follows: 

where HjCT.) is die rwmnlamd value of radionuclide i in one train of the odium parifkamon system -when 
purification work time T_ is over; tjj the removed percentage of radionuclide i from helium purification system, 
for regeneration; Tb the time of the regeneration, (s). 

The acWtt^^ VBq̂ n) otthe tadwnaciKk ireleased toeavtroumciu pet auuuaai ftuuiouc Uaia of die bulium 
purification system is as follows: 

QrmXMl-zJapt-kft (18) 

where m is the work tunes of one helium purification train per annum; T% the time which the contaminated 
helium is stored in the storage tanks, (s). 

For radionuclide j , similar to formula (17), the atomic number N: can be expressed as: 

Nj = «/rpii7exp(-X/4) (19) 

Considering that the decay of radionuclide i in the storage tanks will form radionuclide j.the change of atomic 
number N:1 (t) for itbis portion erf *adkmucii<Je j -with time io a» faUcmrs: 

«W,V) -»/ i 
— ^ U j . ^ Xf-Xtf{t) (20) 
when f=0, / f / (J) -0 

The solution of equation (20) is as follows: 

Nj(t) = -^-[txpi-Xfi-txpi-Xfi] (21) 

j • 

It is necessary to point out that the t=0in equation (20) and (21) means that the regeration of purification 
system ends at t—0. therefore the activityQj (W f̂**) of raJwraactwk j rctemasi tetwinnmitm pifr anmn» from 
one train of helium purification system is as follows: 

<?,. = mXjiNfxrt-XjTJ+NllTWl-zp (22) 

5. Release of radioacti vely contaminated helium from the gas evacuation system of fuel load and unload 
system 

The module high temperature gas-cooled reactor uses spherical fuel elements. The fuel elements are handled 
through a handling space to keep the primary loop separate from the outside. Before new fuel elements are 
loaded into the core, first the primary helium in the loading space should be evacuated. Then the separating 
valve between the loading space and the outside should be opened and fuel elements be loaded into the loading 
space. Thirdly, the separating valve between the loading space and the outside should be closed, and the air 
entered into the loading space during loading fuel should be evacuated. Finally, the separating valve between 
the loading space and the core should be opened, the fuel elements would be loaded into the core. The 
unload of the spent fuel is the inverse process of the load of the new fuel. Whether the helium extracted in the 
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thdl ftnraiWia; process is ased coaaaaaoaBly dfepends oa ate anaatanaBg 11 will v of the acttvary by saaapEng. 
Therefore, after monitored, the c m acted faetnmt either is transfered into the helium purification system to be 
purified for reuse, or is compressed into fee storage tanks for tempotary stooge. Became the activity in the 
extracted air is very small, and can be neglected. Therefore the air is released directly to atmosphere via the 
filter, in fee calculation of the radioactivity released to environment in fee fuel handling process, it is 
conservatively supposed feat all of fee extracted helium are compressed into fee storage tanks, and decay for 
some time, then are released. 

The atomic number N, of radionuclide i compressed into the storage tanks at a time in the fuel handling is 
as follows (neglecting the decay of radioactivity during handling): 

St - CfcV 123) 

where V is fee volume of fee handling space, (cm3). 
For radionuclide j , there is 

^ - « i V 

Similar to formula (21), there is 

*t}(t)~ xrx, [expC-XjO-expC-l/)] (25) 

where t=0 means feat the extraction of gas is over at t=0. 
The activity Q (Bq/a) of radionuclides released to environment per annum from fee fuel handling is as 

follows: 

QrmX£uW-z}av{-\ft (26) 

QrmX<LCvV cxpC-XjT^^^ltxpC-X^-txpC-XJT^lXl-ep (27) 

where m is the times of the fuel handling per annum; T, the average time during which the contaminated helium 
is stored in the storage tanks; (s); The definition of other signs is ditto. 

^Ualc^cf tevafMaar fern the i 
The tritum in the primary loop can permeate through the steam generator tubes into fee water/steam loop, 

and gets into the turbine building with the leakage of vapour. Supposing feat all of the leaked tritium are 
gaseous and get into atmosphere, the activity Q (Bq/a) of tritium released to environment per annum is as 
follows: 

Q = 3.15x IO'CJL (28) 

where Cj. is the concentration of the tritium in the water/steam loop, (Bq/Kg); L the leakage rate of fee vapour 
from the water/steam loop, (Kg/s); 3.l5xl07the number of seconds per annum, (s/a). 
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